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1) How can the formal sector loans be made beneficial for poor farmers and 
workers? Suggest any five measures. 
Answer: 
Formal sector loans can be made beneficial for poor farmers and workers in the 
following ways: 

1. Create greater awareness among farmers about formal sector loans. 
2. Process of providing loans should be made easier. It should be simple, fast and timely. 
3. More number of Nationalized Banks/cooperative banks should be opened in rural 

sectors. Banks and cooperatives should increase facility of providing loans so that 
dependence on informal sources of credit reduces. 

4. The benefits of loans should be extended to poor farmers and small scale industries. 
5. While formal sector loans need to expand, it is also necessary that everyone receives 

these loans. It is important that formal credit is distributed more equally so that the poor 
can benefit from cheaper loans. 

 
2) Describe the vital and positive role of credit with examples.  

Answer: 
In the festive season, a shoe manufacturer, Ram receives an order from a large trader 
in town for 3,000 pairs of shoes to be delivered in a month’s time. To complete 
production on time Ram has to hire workers for stitching and pasting work. He has to 
purchase the raw materials. To meet these expenses Ram obtains loans from two 
sources. 

First, he asks the leather supplier to supply leather now and promises to pay him later. 

Second, he obtains loan in cash from the large traders as advance payment for 1000 pairs of 
shoes with a promise to deliver the whole order by the end of the month. 

At the end of the month, Salim is able to deliver the order, make a good profit and repay the 
money he had borrowed. 

Salim obtains credit to meet the working capital needs of production. The credit helps him to 
meet the ongoing expenses of production, complete production on time and thus increase 
his earnings. Credit therefore plays a vital and positive role in this situation. 

 



3) What is trade? Explain the importance of international trade.  
Answer: 
The exchange of goods among people, states and countries is referred to as trade. 
Importance of international trade: 

1. International trade of a country is an index to its economic prosperity. 
2. It is considered the economic barometer for a country. If the balance of international 

trade is favourable, a country will be able to earn more foreign exchange. 
3. As no country is self-sufficient in all resources it cannot survive without international 

trade. 
4. Countries have trade relations with the major trading blocks. 
5. Exchange of commodities and goods have been superseded by the exchange of 

information and knowledge. 

 

 

4) How has improvement in technology stimulated the globalization process? 
Explain with five examples. 
Answer: 
Improvements in technology have helped in globalization in the following ways: 

1. Rapid improvement in technology has contributed greatly towards globalization. 
Advanced technology in transport systems has helped in the delivery of goods faster 
across long distances at lower costs. 

2. Development in information and communication technology has also helped a great 
deal. Telecommunication facilities—telegraph, telephone (including mobile phones), 
fax are now used to contact one another quickly around the world, access information 
instantly and communicate from remote areas. Teleconferences help in saving frequent 
long trips across the globe. 

3. Information technology has also played an important role in spreading out production of 
services across countries. Orders are placed through internet, designing is done on 
computers, even payment for designing and printing can be arranged through internet. 
Internet also allows us to send instant electronic mail (e-mail) and talk (face-to-face) 
across the world at negligible cost. 

4. The cost of air transport has fallen which has enabled much greater volumes of goods 
being transported by airlines. 

5. Technology has made e-banking, e-commerce, e-learning, e-mail and e-governance a 
reality. 

 

5) Advancement of international trade of a country is an index of its economic 
prosperity.” Justify the statement with five arguments.  
Answer: 
“Advancement of international trade of a country is an index to its economic 
prosperity”. 

1. As no country is self-sufficient in all resources, it cannot survive without international 
trade. 



2. If the balance of international trade is favourable, a country will be able to earn more 
foreign exchange. 

3. International trade encourages a country to develop secondary and tertiary sectors for 
exporting goods which can fetch more foreign exchange. 

4. A country’s economic prosperity can be gauged by the health of its international trade. 
5. A country can earn large amounts of foreign exchange through international trade. 

 

 

 

6) How is the Government of India trying to attract more foreign investment? 
Explain with examples.  
Answer: 
In order to attract foreign investment, the Government has taken the following steps: 

1. All the barriers and restrictions on foreign trade and investment have been removed to 
a large extent. 

2. Liberalization of investment policies has allowed Indian producers to compete with the 
producers around the globe. 

3. Allowing privatization of many public sector industries by the government. 
4. Allowing businesses to make decisions freely about what they wish to import or export. 
5. The government has allowed flexibility in labour laws to attract foreign investment for 

the benefit of companies. 

 
7) How has globalization been advantageous to both the producers as well as the 

consumers in India? Explain.  
Answer: 
To Producers. Several of the top Indian Companies have been able to benefit from 
the increased competition. 

• They have invested in newer technology and production methods and thereby raised 
their production standards. 

• They have gained from successful collaborations with foreign companies. 
• Globalization helped in the development of IT sector. 
• Good quality products are being produced at lower prices. 

To Consumers. There is greater choice before consumers who can enjoy improved 
quality and lower prices for several products. 

• People today, enjoy much higher standards of living than was possible earlier. 

 

 


